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About This Content
As leader of the newly formed 4th Echelon, Sam Fisher must hunt down merciless terrorists before The Blacklist countdown
reaches zero. The Splinter Cell Blacklist DLC 2 contains all the essential items for fans to become Sam Fisher and stop the
escalating Blacklist attacks.

Single Player and Coop Maps: Dead Coast & Billionaire's Yacht
4 Gear pieces
4 suits
1 weapon
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Title: Tom Clancy's Splinter Cell Blacklist - Homeland DLC
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft Toronto
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows® XP (SP3) / Windows Vista® (SP2) / Windows® 7 (SP1) / Windows® 8
Processor:2.53 GHz Intel® Core™2 Duo E6400 or 2.80 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 5600+ or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:512 MB DirectX® 10–compliant with Shader Model 4.0 or higher
DirectX®:9
Hard Drive:25 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX 10–compliant DirectX 9.0c–compliant
Additional:Peripherals Supported: Windows-compatible keyboard, mouse, headset, optional controller (Xbox 360 Controller
for Windows recommended). Requires UPLAY account.

English,German,French,Italian,Traditional
Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Norwegian,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech
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A short and sweet visual novel. The music and voice acting are pretty good, no complaints there. The summary on the game
page alone will pretty much tell you how the plot is gonna go, but I thought it was a nice quick read anyway. It's not that hard to
acheive all the endings either. The maid was the best character to me, her voice acting and dialogue were entertaining. The art
style for this vn was unique, and I didn't mind it since the voice acting made up for lack of expressions, but I wish those has
been drawn.
In short, recommended, but perhaps when its on sale since the experience goes by so quickly.. I've no hesitation recommending
this, even in early access.
This is a yery fun, imaginative table, with immersive music, great sounds,
and incredible lighting effects. This is one of the few tables where the ball
looks like it's really there, from the effects like spinning and the ball reflections.
Overall, I love the way the lighting of the table gets you into the game, very well done,
especially the transitions to thunderstorm and treasure chest modes.
As it's early access, I had a few suggestions:
For navigating the menu, at the moment only the directional buttons work, but it might
be nice to also allow the left thumbstick to be used for that input? It's because on the
Steam Controller, the directional buttons are simulated via the left trackpad and they
make a clunky sound when pressed, whereas it would feel more natural to use the
left thunbstick on the Steam Controller for navigating the game menus (as the left
thunbstick on the Steam Controller happens to be in the exact same position as
the directional buttons are in on the XBOX controller).
Could the position of the Dot Matrix Display be "shiftable" more toward the upper left
corner, so that it could be made a little larger via the Operator menu? At the moment,
there seems to be plenty of room above and to the left of it, which seems wasted.
Perhaps it would help to be able to make the DMD bigger, without covering up the
figure in the crows nest?
Sometimes the flippers seem to absorb the ball's energy too much, hard to
explain it's as though they sometimes "lose their bounce" resulting in the ball
sometimes almost stopping on them.
The "switch view" button's operation is a little confusing, does it combine the "lock view"
functionality? I like the way the view of the playfield moves with the ball, but I lost that
functionality for a while after I switched views, then it came back, so I wasn't sure.
Edit: I think pressing the switch view button a second time while in the same view
changes from the "lock view" mode to the "free camera" mode, but the GUI for that
isn't terribly clear.
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Sometimes, the view of the playfield seems to "jump" toward the top of the playfield
(perhaps because of some event that's happening there, e.g. when the shark swallows
the ball) but it seems too sudden, I'd prefer the smooth movement of the camera to
be preserved all the time, if possible.

I put together a working Steam Controller configuration, perhaps you could also
provide a default one so that folks don't have to figure it out for themselves, as
currently the game assumes an XBOX controller, but the Steam controller is a
little different. I haven't been able to get vibration to work yet with the Steam
Controller. For folks trying to use their own non-XBOX controllers, it might be
useful to provide a way to test the controller inputs e.g. on the menu page where
it currently displays their assignments (e.g. by lighting up when the corresponding
controller input is pressed, or something). It would also be good to provide
a way to test if the vibration is working properly, as the game only vibrates
the controller for certain events.
I noticed that the "nudge" is behaving in a very "binary" fashion, whereas in
Timeshock, Pinball Arcade and Pinball FX2 it seems that the intensity of the "nudge"
can be more controlled, so that it doesn't result in a warning each time. The same trouble
happens when using the XBOX controller, so I don't think it's related to my Steam
Controller configuration.
Please look into whether you could add Steam VR support, a table like this
would be just incredible in VR, you did mention it's on your todo list, I wasn't
sure on the priority. I'd even be willing to pay extra for VR support on this game!
It might be fun to be able to aim the cannon, or use it during multiball?
I wasn't sure if there's any "skillshot" in this table, some tables have them.
Also, the skull has such perfect teeth... perhaps it'd be fun if it lost one or
two from the hits it takes leading up to multiball? Also, when using View 3,
you can't see the balls resting on top of the skull, perhaps placing them (glowing)
in the eye sockets instead of on top of the skull might be a fun way to make
them visible in view 3? Nor can you see which top rollovers are lit when firing
the cannon, which makes getting the rum pretty much a random event in View 3.
Thanks so much for making this game available on Steam!
On my Windows 7 machine (build documented here:
http://www.penlug.org/foswiki/bin/view/Main/LinuxHardwareInfoAsusP8Z77V)
I get the following crash immediately after the game appears (ir renders for
about one second, then crashes).
It does give the warning
"The installed version of the NVIDIA graphics driver has known issues.
Please update to the latest driver version. NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN
Installed: 327.23
Recommended: 378.92"
but all of the other games on my Steam account work fine with this driver,
and unfortunately none of the newer nVidia drivers work properly for 3D vision surround.
I thought I'd mention the crash, as Pinball Arcade runs OK at 1920x1080
resolution in DX11 mode, so there might be a bug in your game?
Your game runs fine on my single-monitor Windows 10 system, but I was curious
what it would look like with nVidia 3D vision enabled (if it supports that?)
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hence trying it on this Windows 7 machine, but perhaps this is a DX11-only game,
hence the crash? Is there a way to launch it in the legacy mode?
Problem signature:
Problem Event Name: APPCRASH
Application Name: PinballWicked-Win32-Shipping.exe
Application Version: 4.17.2.0
Application Timestamp: 5a39390e
Fault Module Name: nvwgf2um.dll
Fault Module Version: 9.18.13.2723
Fault Module Timestamp: 52314d3c
Exception Code: c0000005
Exception Offset: 002da576
OS Version: 6.1.7601.2.1.0.256.1
Locale ID: 1033
Additional Information 1: 0a9e
Additional Information 2: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789
Additional Information 3: 0a9e
Additional Information 4: 0a9e372d3b4ad19135b953a78882e789
After getting nVidia 3D Vision Surround working on my Windows 10 machine,
I found that in this game most of the depth calculations are wrong making the
game fairly useless in stereoscopic 3D at the moment. It'd be great if you could
fix this.. Slight learning curve but once you know how abilities work for the heros you should be set.. Great work in progress
game.....tremendous potential here. Devs are responsive. It looks great and has its own style as it reminds me of "The
Lawnmower Man" or what I thought VR would be in the 90s. Having a full body is really awesome. The opening is creative.
Climbing is a blast.
Locomotion does need work as my body keeps on moving after I stop. To be fair though, I am using Oculus and devs havent
implemented native Oculus support yet so im sure that plays into this aspect.
In short, if you want something different (not another wave shooter) this is good and I think it will only get better.. I bought this
game just so I could compare my success rate to a real dating app.

It's about the same.

. Overall the game could be fun but there are a lot of things holding it back at the moment.
con.:
- unbalanced (the knife pretty much one/two shots everything on every difficulty)
- hit detection is not that great considering that enemies, especially the dual-wielding ones, barely touch you and you take
multiple hits
- AI is also not that great, since they close in way to much and pretty much give you free hits behind their shields
pro.:
- the idea is pretty neat and there are not many good meele combat oriented games out there as of yet
So yeah I refunded it after I beat pretty much 80% of the game without any effort or that much fun except the moments where
you just wreck your enemies with your tiny tiny knife.
I can't recomend to buy this product AS OF YET because despite it being maybe a promising title it has way too many flaws in
my opinion.. Hitman style game! Ignore the graphics, everything is ok. No performance issue.. It could be the game i have ever
dreamed. (FTL + XCOM)
But, right now, it's too unripe.
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i promise i will try it again, in the future.
in the developers i trust!. poor man's portal. the first two levels are just like a tutorial, with nothing much to do.
then comes "spikey rivers" and half of the people quit (check achievements)
you have to pass a small path in one go through, not really fun to do. and not relaxing at all
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+ relaxing game
+ lots of levels
+ easy. The developers got their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665together and improved the game tenfold, connectivity
to servers is much better in Oz and the game feels a whole lot smoother through optimisations, gj devs!. I have 2 words about
this game... EYE CANDY! I’ve been playing this guys creations almost a decade now and own all beat hazards on all
systems...ps3, Android, iOS, Xbox 360 and steam! This game is visually stunning and is a vast improvement over its successors.
Perfect control, superior graphics and a blast of fun to play. Well worth the price and even more. The new bosses are huge and
colorful more than ever. Tons of Music additions and even a ship creator. I’ve played this game 60 hours now and I’m sure I’ll
double that soon! A great game for any player and should not be over looked. The game will lite up your walls and ceiling living
room as you blast everything in site. All this created by one man... remarkable... thank you for your twin stick masterpiece!!!.
This is an awesome game. However, I do believe there are a lot of problems. I will still recommend this game simply because it
is extremely satisfying to play and have a lot of potential. I really hope the author can take some actions to address these issues
though.
Cons:
1. Most importantly, it has a terrible support for Steam Workshop. As far as I can tell, you cannot edit custom maps within the
game. Also, players cannot gain xp from downloaded map which discourages players from playing those maps.
2. Destructible walls are extremely frustrating to deal with. The enemies will actively seek to damage them even if they are not
in the way, which made building traps on them a terrible idea, rendering them useless. Also, you cannot even just replace them
with barriers — which ironically, is not attacked by the diggers — since you have to wait the enemies to take down them first.
3. The map designs are pretty bad. Almost all late maps include multiple paths. It seems fine at first, until you realize all players
will try to block all paths but one — which leaves other paths useless. Also, honestly, it is anti fun that players sometimes have
to guard multiple portals. I felt there always should only be one portal.
4. Consumable traps are just there to occupy your focus. I think they should have a limited use per game without cool down.
5. Objective “rush all waves” is just another thing that requires attention without adding real challenge, because you can always
call in next wave 1s before it naturally comes as long as you remember it, and it still counts as you rushed that wave. Similarly,
you gain the same amount of rush bonus by doing that as calling in next wave much earlier. I think the bonus should be
dependent on how much earlier you called that wave in.
6. Variety of trap usage should be encouraged through rewards instead of penalty. Currently, the price of a trap goes up if you
use it repeatedly. It is understandable — the game wants you to use different traps. However, I think a much better approach to
this is to make the traps synergize with each other more. For example, a frozen enemy receives much higher damage from
spikes, or an enemy covered with oil burns much longer. Also, I do not think limit to 10 types of traps is enough. I feel all traps
should be usable all the time and the tool bar is just for quick selection. Also, at the same time, allowing the users to reallocate
gems also encourages the players to use minimum types of traps, so they can put all their gems into those chosen instead of
distributing them among all traps.
7. The rune and item crafting is pretty confusing. I still don't understand how they work. It seems there are certain recipes but I
can't find any clue in the game about how to use this mechanism except throwing in trash and expecting a random output. Also,
the inventory interface should be reworked. It is way too difficult to find the right items to equip. Sort and filter will be very
helpful.

Please don't get me wrong, however. I am listing those issues because I truly hope they get fixed. It is a great game regardless.. I
bought this game 75% off and to be honest, it was money well spent. The game is a difficult and minimalistic platformer with
no storyline or impressive soundtrack. By far there were only two things that made me go mad: The jumping sound and several
evil traps. The game is rather short, but it looks like it could recieve a potential sequel with more content due to a larger budget.
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